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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2084 44 B Basin Rd West Launceston Hare: Abba

Run Report:
Abba calls ON ON as 6:30 approaches it is Thursday and I have set
a marathon. The pack calls on Abba it is only Tuesday we do not
need a marathon it is 28 0C. Just listen says Abba Ya Ya it is Tuesday and I have set a marathon, get going it will be dark before the
front runners get back. The run starts through the sheep paddock
at the back it is on chalk and baby formula from the dribble dropper. Abba adds De främsta kandidaterna att bli knullad när de
kommer tillbaka. The trail leads onto Gloucester St from the paddock then a quick right into Brunswick St and left into Wyett St.
The chalk arrows lead the pack through a lane way onto upper
York St a left turn into Hill St leads to another bush section which
winds its way behind the rear of the Penny Royal Mill then back
onto the bitumen as we zig zag down Brisbane St west into Burke
St. The trail then heads east down a lane way crosses the West
Tamar H’way into Middle St which leads onto Margarite St. The
trail heads north for 200 metres then turns east at the TRC hotel
passes the front of the Penny Royal Mill crosses Kings Bridge and
heads up the 200 step stairs at the Basin entrance to South Esk
Rd. Bugsy says doesn't Abba know what a check is. The trail now
leads into the fire trail on the northern edge of the Basin reserve.
The trail is now on baby formula from the dribble dropper and
looks like bird shit scattered amongst the leaf litter on the floor of
the forest. A Hasher comments it would be easier following a sea
gull shit trail at the Remount tip than following this run. The dribble dropper trail winds its way behind the houses on Delamare
Cres and Katora Place and finally reaches Gorge Rd which takes
vehicles into the rear of the Basin. The run continues away from
the Basin and heads towards the Trevallyn Dam reserve. Most of
the Hashers say bugger this we are Hashing down past the Basin
Pool there will be plenty of local wild life to check out. Bugsy says I
am continuing on it cannot go much further and heads north up
the hill. The trail soon leaves Gorge Rd and heads west into the
Dam reserve, the bird shit trail winds its way up the new fire trail
to the Hydro power pylons, the trail turns south following the pylons to the top of the hill. The trail now veers right and heads towards the archery range still not a sign of a check how much further can this run go??. The trail continues on past the archery
range turns right and crosses onto Reatta Rd. The trail is on chalk
again and heads down hill to the rangers station and turns north
heading down towards the Trevallyn dam. The trail soon reverses
to the bird shit as the trail heads through the bush behind the
rangers station and re-joins Reatta Rd. It is now 8:30 and it is starting to get dark and we are still heading further away from
the ON ON site. The trail is on chalk again heads east up Reatta Rd the turns right into Hoo Hoo Hut Rd. The trail soon leaves
the bitumen as the trail veers right onto the track leading behind the old motorcycle training centre. The bird shit trail is followed for another 800 metres then crosses the Hoo Hoo Hut Rd and leads into the Horse Dressage area. It is now too dark to
determine what is baby formula and what is bird shit. The front runners are still 3.5Km from home and decide it is now time to
hash home before the twilight has gone. The Duck Reach track is found as we cross back under the Hydro pylons. The Duck
Reach track leads down steep stairs, crosses above the tail race pipe and ends at the old power station. The trail crosses the
suspension bridge heads up more stairs which leads to the First Basin track. A further two kilometres has us back at the Basin
pool. Only 800 metre of steep uphill to go and we are back at Abbas, as we turn into Abbas driveway it is 9:05 and very dark. A
Marathon is the only way to describe this run.

Bird Shit or Trail ??

ON ON:
Bugsy grabs a quick beer as he staggers down the drive way
at 9:05 and says to Abba “ Fågelskit på marken någonsin där
vad ett maratonlopp”
The sensible Hashers who decided to take the scenic route
home via the Basin pool from Gorge Rd arrived back at the
ON ON site at about 7:30. Expecting a cold Boags light ale
they were very mistaken. There was only enough ice for the
Thirst Aide Kit which was connected to the heavy barrel.
There was no light barrel and only a six pack of warm light
stubbies sitting in the sun. To avoid anarchy amongst the
troops The G.M heads down to the local and picks up a couple of slabs of Boags light and two bags of ice. With their
thirst quenched it was decided to get things under way as
Abba has said the front runners will not be back for another
hour and half. All glasses are charged and a minutes silence
is held in respect of our fallen brother Gumboots. As darkness
approaches Tyles calls on Abba where is the fire pot and the
fire wood, it will be cold when the front runners return. There
is no fire wood replies Abba if you want some go up in the
paddock and collect some. The Hashers head up to the paddock and return with wood and get the pot underway. Abba
has an old wardrobe in the shed and demolishes this as extra
fuel. Abba pushes a cupboard door into the fire pot and
knocks it over spreading glowing embers all over the drive
way. The fire pot is rebuilt and The G.M reminds all that it is
a free food night and suggests that it is time to get the barby
underway as he has had a busy night and is feeling a bit hungry. With the barby underway Pash and Goblet say we may
as well get the skulls and raffle underway.

Skulls:
There is a Hasher amongst us who has been missing in action
for a few weeks. He was so keen to get here tonight that he
was going so fast down Abbas drive way that he had to pull a
hand brake turn at the end of the drive way and hit the stone
wall. Up You get Tyles.
It is expected that the Hare has all the important things organised before he sets a LH3 run ie. Beer, ice and fire wood. Up you get Hare Abba.

Raffle:
Meat Tray: OneHump
Barby Tong set: Rickshaw
Bottle Red: The G.M Tagg.
Six pack Boags: Sheila

Where Abbas run went

Committee:
The Committee that brings you more.
GM: Tagg, JM: Goblet, Hash Cash: Scary, Monk: Pash, Trail master: Inlet, Horn: Mr. Sheen, Lip: Spyder, Scribe:
Bugsy

Receding Hare Line
.
Tuesday 14th January Hare Blakey Venue Hash Temple Munford St Kings Meadows.
15th-16th Feb 2014 Golconda 2 Hare Hash Pash camping in paradise weekend.
More Hares required see Inlet before he nominates you to set a run.
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au
LH4 .Thursday 16 th January Village Green Longford Hare Worm
LH3 Website
Joke of the Week

The difference between Officers and SNCOs
A young Army officer was severely wounded in the head by a grenade, but the only visible, permanent
injury was that both of his ears were amputated.
Since his remaining hearing was sufficient, he remained in the Army.
Many years later he eventually rose to the rank of Major General. He was, however, very sensitive
about his appearance. One day the General was interviewing three servicemen who were candidates
for his headquarters staff.
The first was a Captain, a tactical helicopter pilot, and it was a great interview. At the end of the interview the General asked him, 'Do you notice anything different about me?'
The young officer answered, 'Why, yes, Sir, I couldn't help but notice that you have no ears.'
The general was displeased with his lack of tact and threw him out.
The second interview was with a Navy Lieutenant, and he was even better. The General then asked
him the same question,
'Do you notice anything different about me?' He replied sheepishly,
'Well, sir, you have no ears.' The General threw him out also.
The third interview was with an old Sergeant Major, an Infantryman and staff-trained NCO. He was
smart, articulate, fit, looked sharp, and seemed to know more than the two officers combined.
The General liked this guy, and went ahead with the same question, 'Do you notice anything different
about me?' To his surprise the Sergeant Major said,
'Yes, sir, you wear contact lenses.'
The General was very impressed and thought, 'What an incredibly observant NCO, and he didn't mention my ears.' He asked, 'Sergeant Major, how do you know I wear contacts?'
'Well, sir,' the soldier replied, 'it's pretty hard to wear glasses with no f*****g ears.'

